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Serving The University of Central Florida Since 1968

University hopes to raise
$45,000 for United .Way
I

our share,'' Engert said.
Thosewhoneedaidarecounting on this campaign to raise
The United Way kicked off enough money to support the
its annual fund raising cam- United Way programs. Contripaign with the help of UCF on butions. may be made by cash,
check or payroll deduction. UniSept.18.
The campaign serves the versity employees living outside
Central Florida community by Orange, Seminole and Osceola
providing services for the less counties have the option of asfortunate, according to Barth signing their United Way donation to the county they live in.
Engert, campus coordinator.
The university's goal includ- All or part of a donation may be
ing the main, Brevard and Day- designated for a particular
agency.
. tona campuses, is $45,000.
"Through the United Way we ·
"UCF wants to show that we
are a part of life and living in as a community can make a
Central Florida by contributing difference and reach out to those
by Mickie Matrisciani

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

who need us the mo3t," Engert
said.
He also said that by participating in this campaign, people
can prove that there are still
kind and generous people ready
and willing to help, even in a
world filled with tragedy and
greed.
The United Way provides
shelters for abused wives and
their children, and services such
as Meals on Wheels for senior
citizens and The Center for Drug
Free Living for cocaine addicts.
About one in every three Central Floridians have called upon
the United Way for assistance.

The United Way campaign, a volunteer service that aids
people.in need, is getting help from UCF. (John Rivara/FUTURE)

UCF''s cultriral diversity s~ed
·Massachusetts professor researching minority enrollment
by Liza Butler
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DAVIE'S DEMOLISHERS
Jen Rosania, Lori Davie and David Johnson play in
BCM's Anything Goes games. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

Administrators are conducting a study on
how to expand cultural diversity at UOF.
DY.:.. Luis Fuentes came from the University
of Massachusetts to study this subject. He is ·
assisted by graduate student Larry Rumbough.
"[Cultural diversity] is the awareness and
ability to relate to other types of cultures,"
Rumbough said.
Fuentes is associated with Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs, nnd is
responsible for the study.
Because of the association, interest and
previous experience in the research of cultural diversity, Fuentes came to conduct this
project.
The study, which started in February, is
about a variety of cultural problems that UCF
students and faculty face.
It includes research of minorities on campus,
problems all students may have and ways to
improve the university. The overall go~l of the
study is to get good information from different
schools about cultural diversity.
However, information can't be taken from
school to school because environments are different.
Fuentes has visited three schools that he has
had interest in or contacts with. ·
Because minority enrollment has been a
recent subject of interest, a survey was conducted in September to review it
Samples of questions asked included: what
does the university do to hinder the success of

minorities, in your opinion?; do you think yqur
attitude toward this campus environment wonld be
different, or would you be'treated differently if you
were white?; and if you were in a position of power,
what steps would you ta'ke to improve the experience of minorities (especially your group) at this
university?
Fuentes doesn't want information strictly about
minorities in his study; he wants feedback from all
students.
Rum bough emphasized that the purpose of the
survey is "to get everyone's opinion expre.s sed but
at the same time be careful about dividing the.
school."
Fuentes and Rumbough have encountered one
major problem: the lack of interviewers.
Interviewers are mainly supplied through college work study.
Students that have not had their financial aid
completed cannot participate in the college work
study program. Many students are still waitingfor
their financial aid to pull through.

Registered student voters can fight budget cuts, FSA reps say
by Rebecca Falcon
STAFF REPORTER

TworepresentativesoftheFloridaStudentAssociation visited UCF Friday to discuss funding for the
university.
Representatives Tracy Newman and Scott Jenkins
explained that each year the FSA visits each ofthe nine

state universities and determines funding for each.
Last year UCF received $35,000 from FSA
The money comes from the activity and service fee
that each student pays during registration. From every
dollar that students pay toward this fee, 54 cents goes
toward the FSA and is then appropriated to the universities accordingly.
Jenkins explained that although UCF received the

money, most was lost in the budget cuts.
Newman and Jenkins also discussed problems that
the universities are facing from the budget cuts and
ways to fight them. Jenkins said that the most important step toward fighting the cuts is to get the students
registered to vote and make sure they go to the polls.
FSA continued page 3
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Purs.e lifted in library;

professor's decal stolen
•

by Sandra Pedicini
STAFF REPORTER

•

)

The following incidents were
compiled from police reports
from Oct.8 to Oct. 11.
• A purse was stolen from a
bookbag on Oct. 7 at the UCF
Library.
Leslie J. Pope, a UCF student, had set her bookbag on a
desk near the third floor south
stairs while she went to the
restroom. When she returned
about 10 minutes
later, she found her
purse missing. The
value of the stolen
property was about
$30.
• A UCF parking
decal was reported stolen Oct. 7 from UCF statistics
professor Mark Johnson's car.
UCF police noted it looked as
though someone had scraped the
decal off with a knife or another
sharp instrument.
• A UCF student reported
several obscene phone calls to
her dormitory room Oct. 7. The
woman said the phone calls
started at about 2 a.m. Sept. 21

FSA
FROM PAGE 1

Jenkins said that the FSA is
also proposing the idea of new
taxes to legislatures.
He explained that besides
raising taxes, the FSA would
like to get rid of the tax exemptions that are written in the
qudget.
"People aren't paying their

7'

and have continued ever since .
She to1d po1ice that the victim
sounds 1ike a ma1e who tries to
disguise his voice in different
ways. The woman's roommate
saidshehasansweredthephone
a coup1e times and has heard
the -ca11er.
• Two men, one of them a
UCF student, were giyen a notice to appear in court for possession of alcoholic beverages
Oct. 6.
A police officer saw Michael
Doherty, 18, and Dean
Cummings, 1 7, in a
parking lot with unopened co_n tainers of
alcohol
According to the report, Doherty was carrying an open container of Captain Morgan's
spiced rum and Cummings was
carrying three unopened cans
of Lite beer, a can of Busch
beer, and a cup with a yellow
liquid that smelled like
alchohol.
Both Doherty and Cummings
had glassy eyes and the sme11 of
alcohol on their breath, the report said.

fair share in Florida," Newman
said.
She explained that large corporations and theme parks are
either exern pt from taxes or have
the right to tax themselves.
"Florida is too big and too
popular to have that weak of a
budget," Jenkins said.
Newman and Jenkins said
getting rid of tne tax exemptions and raising taxes would

TAKE THAT!
Chris LaMay, a 1-year yellow belt, and Debra Stevenson, a 1-year yellow/green belt,
practice their Tae-Kwon-Do Thursday near Brevard Hall. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

simply affect only those who can
afford to pay higher taxes.
Tom Leek, director oflegislative affairs for Student Government, said the taxes are supposed to protect the poor.
He added that because of the
nature ofstudents' incomes, students end up paying a large
amount of the state's taxes. Yet,
'We are the poor," Leek said.
"Students don't have a very

powerful voice right now,"
Newman said. She added that
if students register to vote and
actually go to the polls, senators will be forced to hear their
voices.
Newman and Jenkins said
modern student protestors are
more effective than protestors
in the '70s.
Jenkins said students today
dress up in suits to profession-

ally lobby. They are more likely
to be heard and respected.
Whereas in previous generations, students dressed in jeans
and bahdanas and were not as
effective in dealing with legislators, said J~nkins. Both speakers stressed the need for students to vote.
Many college campuses, including UCF, have voter registration sites.
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UCF Army cadets win 2 of 20 national scholarships
by Robert Warren Jr.
STAFF REPORTER

A national armed forces organization awarded leadership
scholarships to two UCF Army
ROTC cadets.
Don Lockwood, a senior majoring in electrical engineering,
and Harry Jorgenson, a junior
majoring in computer science,

each received $1,000 from the
Armed Forces Communications
and Engineering Association.
The cadets were among 20
people selected from across the
nation. Cadets from 85 schools,
including the University of
Florida, Rutgers and Harvard,
were illegible to participat_e in
the program.
Lockwood previously served

in the Anny and its reserves. He
enlisted in the Army because of
the college benefits it offered.
He also received a three-year
scholarship from the ROTC program.
I
Lockwood, who has a 3.6
GPA, is on track to graduate in
May.
Jorgenson, also a three-year
ROTC scholarship recipient,

enrolled in UCF after high
school. He graduated from Mission San Jose High School in
San Jose, Calif
Jorgenson, who has a 3.9
GPA, is a wide receiver for the
UCF football team.
The scholarships are
awarded annually to 10 seniors
and 10 juniors who show leadership abilities in technical or com-

munications disciplines.
The criteria include GPA,
class standing, extracurricular
activities and recommendation
from a military science professor.
.
The organization also selects
alternates.
Christopher
Baehman, acomputerengineering major with a 3.6 GPA, was
also named from UCF.

BEAUTY
PAGEANT
Alpha Phi Alpha Incorporated held their fashion show
Friday nightinthe Rehearsal
Hall.
Eight girls, including Sherry
Biggers (#3) and LaShaun
Shutton (#4), competed in
three events; evening gown, .
~wimsuit and talent.
Biggers, who was the
overall winner, performed a
monologue titled "A Strong
Black Woman."
Shutton also did a monologue, about a young black
girl's first day at a newly
desegregated school in Little
Rock, Arkansas.
Photos by Jim Ferguson.
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Youth move towata GOP, national president says
by Jennifer Shutte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tony Zagotta, N afona1 President of the College of Republicans, spoke to UCF's chapter
representatives last week.
Zagotta last spoke at UCF in
1988 when ·he was the National
First vice president. He represents the 1argest and oldest college group in America, whose
100,000 members across l i. 000

campuses wi1l b~ celebrating
their lOOth birthday next year.
Zagotta spoke on the effect of
the College Republicans on politics nationa1ly, as well ~locally.
"Our generation has really
embraced the Republican
Party," Zagotta said.
He said that those in th el 8to
25 age group -are two to one
Republican. ''We are registering record numbers of people to
the Republican Party," added.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Tony Zagotta, national president of.the College of RepubliCqns, spoke
at UCF'.s
chapter. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE) .
.
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Holy Eucharist, Rite II
NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISS.O LUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES·STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN· SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
~~ CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM
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~

a
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~)\~.

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

Zagotta elaborated on the
benefits that come out of just
being a part of the College Republicans. It's great way to
learn political skills, help build
the Republican Party on college
campuses, and to meet new
friends. "It's a good way to get
started,'' he added. ·
UCF's Co1lege ofRepublicans
club has recently re-established
a club of120 active members.
The group al so promotes issues important lo the Republi~an Party. Zagotta discussed his
views about h ealth care, education and multi-culturalism. 'W e
need to place respect on the individual with out looking at race."
Zagotta cited an incident
when the College Republicans
were recognized nationally for
their jnfluence during the Persian Gulf War. H2 told of the
thousands of students that the
College Repubhcans organized
into demonstrations at campuses across the country.
Zagotta is positive about the
future ofthe College Republicans.
"I'm convinced we will become
a majority party in this country,"
hesaid. "It'sjustamatterofwhen."

.... _...... """"'

Noon Wednesday, Room 214
STUDENT CENTER

ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
· AND PARTICIPATE ·
fr. Ashmun Brown, Episcopal Chaplain

823-2482
''ft.fut dbt.s it profit a man ta gain. tfu ·u,{u,U. worU fut suffer tfu f.oss ofetemai fife?

The Beautiful Choice"

UCF NEEDS A NEW
PRESIDENT!!! ·

'YOU NEED TO
HELP -SELECT ONE
Concerned Students Needed For:

.STUDENT PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH COMMITTEE
The Arbors .&Hickory Glen
From $70's - Low $100's
The Arbors; 657-0722 or 657-2644
Hickory Glen; 366-1707

~

How to get involved:

~

-~ Call Jason DiBona ID

~

· at 823-2191

~ Deadline:

Oct. 18th

4ll

STUi>ENTGOVERNMENT

Tiu cf;1~lt of t!u J'ta$1(~
Jason DiBona President
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Bounc~

checks
confuse the public ~
abuseIS deny chaiges

M

odern society dictates that most people
have a checking account. As a result most
folks have an account and pay dues accordingly. But the special people of Congress haven't
had to pay those fun fees, as they have priority over
·the rest of America..
Why should the average Congressman be expected to organize his/her budget? They are busy ·
mis-spending the taxpayers' money, but one would
thirik that with all the other perks involved they
would be able to keep track of their money.
Have you ever wanted to vacation in the Virgin
Islands? If so you can rent a lovely beach house for
$310-$510 (a night), but the house does accommo- ·
date up to four people. A member of Congress will
pay $90 (a night) for the exact same house. But
they probably need more vaeation time then the
average schmo, as well as less money problems to
dwell on. So why do the Congressmen bounce checks?
- Good question, but let's still consider vacationing. A lovely pastoral scene along Cape Hatteras,
complete with a vacation-home for four. Now most
people would.say, ''Hey! That would fun and probably cheaper than the Virgin Islands." Yes, it is
cheaper th~ the Virgin Islands-in fact it 1s mtly$900 for a whole week. But the Congressman pays
only $420 a week, ~ little more than the cheapest
beach hut in the Virgin Islands for the average man.
Let us say that the Congressman decides on the
Cape Hatteras vacation; he/she can mail their
acceptance FREE on the taxpayers. In fact' the
taxpayers pay $51, 732 per Senate member an:d
$3,233 per House member. Buthey,itisonlymoney.
The Congressman decides to drive to the Cape.
The car wash before the trip will cost you $10, but
only $3 for the Congressman. For the trip you're
going to want to pick up a sandwich. Because .
you're near the Capitol Building you use the Congressional restau.rant, but a sandwich for you is
$7. 75 compared to the $4. 75 for the Congressman.
Okay, you're already to leave, but you realize
you haven't been to an athletic club in a while. You
need tO stretch those biceps before sitting for
hours, so you go to the athletic facilities-. It will cost
you $1,500 a year, but it's worth it, they're quality
facilities. The Congressman, of course, paid $100
for the same services.
WHY DO THE CONGRESSMEN BOUNCE
CHECKS?
Why? Because they can. There has been no
penalty for over-extending their accounts, so why
should they worry? Obviously they don't. -They
can't handle .our money and they don't do any
better with their own. Perhaps a good litmus test
would be to check their bounced check records,
because ifthey can't balance their monthly expenses,
ho~ crui they be expected to balance our yearly one?
Congressmen have over-used a privilege we
would all enjoy having. Because of this they have
lost the privilege, but the fact remains ofwhat they
did. The current uproar over the Thomas nomination has dulled the poignancy of the rip across the_
Americans' ability to trust their representatives.
These people represent the best America has to
offer. The policy of not charging for overdrafts
should have never been started, and as a result we
see what we pay for, which appears to be not much.
''Hope springs eternal (Alexander .Pope)," as
America waits to see if Congress can get it right
this time.

C<l...ll.didates trapped in circular race
Brian Goercke
.

NE: Clinton.
liT: Thirty homers, 89 RBI's and a gold glover for the
·
·-- - NAKED EXPRl;SSION :~; ·: '75 Sox.
NE: No, that's Butch Hobson. McCarthy?
HT: He should of run all those left wing communists
he '92 c~mpaign draws the author into a desire out of the country in the '50s.
. to capture fresh candidates and push them into
' NE:ltwasstatedbyTedKennedyin theO'Chechobee
the American spotlight:.
Glcbetrotter Digest that, "This Harmonica T is one
ENTER: Harmonica T, candidate. for the Junkie crude political manipulator and he is just the kind of
Cynics:. QUALIFICATIONS: Knows how to get a free bastard to destroy this moral fabric in the land of milk
meal, keeps his bathroom tidy at all times, and an avid and honey."
,
Cleveland Browns fan since 1971.
HT: He also called me a vicious drunk but that's a
· THE INTERVIEW:
rumor spread by someone who stumbled over me on
NE: Mr. Harmonica T, what first prompted you to Orange Avenu~ on Friday night.
run in '92?
NE: What makes you qualified?
HT: Cause I need a job.
HT: I can deceive, manipulate, subvert, violate,
NE: How, do you feel America will view your candi- instigate, masturbate and annihilate ... the peri'ect
dacy?
_
candidate for the White House.
HT: With the breathlessness of the pilgrims seeing
NE: Do you feel the American voters will find this
the new world and with the pleasure God felt when he adequate?
first made Cindy Crawford's mold.
HT: Adequate? -This is a country of people
NE: What does your platform offer that the others do · weaned on Taco Bell burritos, where Vanna
not?
White is more familiar than Whitey Ford, where
HT: A bag ofRamen Pride noodles-in every pot.
the cultural Language stems from Gilligan's IsNE: Starting with a few of your opponents in the land ... of Tiny Tim, KillRoy, Mr. Potato Head
Democrat's party, give a briefresponse to each candi- and God bless him, Charles Durante. I am what
date, please. Tsongas?
America worships and make no mistake about it
HT: Who?
... the perfect candidate.
,,

~

.
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·Pro"'."life rally misused biblical terises
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Bridget Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
Roy J: Fuoco

Jeffrey Hunn
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
n Oct. 6,. I saw thousands of peop~e o~ the side
ofColorual and Semo'ran, most with signs that
simply stated "Abortion Kills Children." I realized that abortion does kill children, whereas
before I had thought it trimmed your lawn.
·
Actually, I was impressed that so many people were
organized to exercise their freedom of expression rather
than oppression or persecution, which I normally expect from ardent Bible-blinded pro-lifers. Perhaps if
they weren't so guilty about themselves, they would be
out volunteering and interacting with the less fort~
nate, but then, they have too much to lose, like their

0
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faith.
Jesus repeatedly emphasized that all the miracles
he was credited with were the workings of a higher
power, yet some of these same people providing a
distraction for passing drivers were holding signs professing that Jesus heals, apparently Wlaware that he is dead.
Perhaps they meant that the teachings of Jes us can
be used to heal, but that is not what the signs said. The
signs also said that Jesus forgives, but I feel as ifl owe _
it to s9meone to correct the tense of the verb; Jesus
fo:rgave. I think it's much more important to remind
people that Jesus encouraged us to be responsible,
especially when it comes to faith in what you are
manipulated to believe.
.
A wasted mind is terrible, but the Earth's worse to
waste.

- Jeffrey R. Hunn is an .interpersonal communications major.
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Sexual harassment cases hurt by Professor Hill's timing
Roy Fuoco
SEEING THE LIGHT

W

hen the dust clears from the circus of the
Senate hearings concerning Professor Anita
Hill's allegations on Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas, many analysts will be talking
about the lessons that should be learned from the
incident. We started to see it on the first day when
many of the senators praised Hill for raising the
awareness of sexual harassment. On the second day,
Thomas' charges against the committee brought attention to the confirmation system. But the truth be
told now, there are no lessons to be gained from the
hearings.
The reason for a strong statement is because the
lessons we are apt to apply will be wrong interpretations of what happened. Women troubled with sexual
harassment were given a disservice, and the confirmation process will be unduly criticiz~d.
First let's back up and agree on two things. First,
awareness of the problem has been increased, which
is positive. Second, some of the obvious mis.takes Hill

made in how and when she came forward could be given her a job and come to her aid.
helpful. But the timing, the atmosphere and the way
The above paragraph is not meant say Hill's lying,
the allegations came forward do much more harm, it's just to show that it is reasonable to doubt her
which negates any of the good that might come out ofit. · statements. There are more reasons. It is too easy for
If she was telling the truth, she shouldn't be her defenders to claim that Hill's-doubters are play·surprised that many have good reason to doubt her. ing the old game of attacking the accuser. By the
In the Robert Bork hearings, conservatives saw lib- same token, it is too easy for Thomas' supporters to
eral special interest groups attack and distort his claim that her defenders are using that argument to
views at an obscene level. This attacks gives good discredit Thomas' defense.
reason to view her charges as just a political attack.
with the hysteria that develops in the political
Therefore, if Hill's allegations are true, then the arena, no good intelligent debate will come out of this
timing hurts her credibility.
experience in regards to sexual harassment. And
There are also other logical reasons to doubt her. that's sad, because sexual harassment is something
The major reason is why she followed Thomas to that should always be taken seriously.
another job. Her excuse that she was young and
The other area where "lessons" will be put forth
needed the job doesn't wash. She's a Yale Law School concerns the nomination system. Sen. Joe Biden was
graduate.Never mind that her qualifications make it correct. It's not the systei:n that is at fault, it is the
easier for her than many other women to get a job. people abusing the system for political gains. If the
But she never inquired to see if she could stay in her allegations are true, then they needed to be brought
current job nor did she seem to know that her classi- forward and at this point, this is the only forum
fication would have allowed her to move to another (again at this point) where they can be examined.
. job even if the Education Department was abolished.
But if the allegations are false, then it's another
And let's face it-if she came forward back then and sad abuse of the system. And no changing of the
lost her job, there would have been many special system will stop abuse from unethical people wishing
interest groups and organizations that would have to use the system for their political gains.

Still no word
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r1egastarTomrlly
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I get any ca11s_, and its
your a--, fv1r·s, Roth,"

Real men, such as plumbers, wallow in Male ·Bonding
DaveBWT!J
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
got to thinking about the Men's Movement recently when our bathroom ceiling collapsed.
Maybe you've heard about the Men's
Movement. It consists of men who feel
they've lost touch with their fundamental
masculinity because of the restrictive pressures of the modern world, with its industrialization, neckties, fireworks regulations, etc: So these men are forming groups
. that only men can belong to, similar to the
U.S. Senate, except that they engage in
virile ritualistic male-bonding behavior
such as shouting and roaring and hugging
and pounding on drums. I'm not making
this movement up. It was on the cover of
Newsweek, so you know it's not just a
passing fad. It's a fad that will probably be
around for MONTHS.
The movement first caught on in (surprise!) California, but has spread widely. I
have here a newspaper article, clipped
from the Indianapolis Star by alert readers Judy Voynow and Glenn Woodruff,
concerning a gathering of a group called
the Indiana Men's Council. The article,
written by Joseph T. Hallinan, states that, before the
group members started drumming, they formed a
circle, and each man introduced himself by giving his
name and the names of his father and paternal
grandfather, as in: "I am Bob, the son of Fred, the son
of Norbert." After each man spoke, the other men
shouted "Ho!"
Here's my favorite section of the article:
"Sunday's gathering was the first time that women
had been allowed to attend a meeting of the Men's
Council. The women stood in the circle, with their
men, and when it came their turn they, too, were
asked to cite their male lineage."
After the first women did so, the men around her
shouted, 'Ho!'
"She looked taken aback by the response, and then
one of the men explained they were not calling her a
'ho,' that it was just something they said."

I

attic and, following his natural masculine
instinct, knew immediately what to do:
call for more plumbers. Soon there was a
Bondin~ with
whole tribal gathering up there, virile men
who were not afraid to crawl around the
Late'70 s' Broken
attic and confront naked plumbing and
shout and roar and pound on things. They
might also have been hugging. I stayed
downstairs, making coffee and keeping
the checkbook warm.
The problem turned out to be the hotwater heater, which the previous owner,
apparently as a prank, had located over
. the ceiling, so it could do the maximum.
possible amount ofdamage when it leaked.
The plumbers wanted to put the new heater
in a downstairs closet.
Here's what a virile man would said:
"OK"
Here's what I said: "I'll ask my wife."
My wife said no. My wife is completely
in t6uch with her basic femininity, and she
is not about to give up something precious,
something women have struggled for cenII
·turies to obtain, something they value
more than life itself: storage space. You
want to know why, 20,000 years ago, nomadicAsian peoples made the brutal, dangerous trek across vast expanses ofbarren
wasteland to come to North America? Be© 1991 _Tribune Media Services, Inc.
CaUSe nomadic WOmen heard that there
All Rights Reserved
Maybe the men should yell something less am- were .caves here with plenty of room for kitchen
biguous, 'such as "ROGER!" or "NICE SET OF PA- implements. Archaeologists are still finding ancient
·
TERNAL NAMES!" But I think the Men's Movement stored pots.
is a fine idea. I'm definitely out of touch with my own
So anyway, the plumbing tribe; roaring and poundmasculinity, a fact that was driven home when our ing, put the new water heater up in our attic, right
bathroom ceiling collapsed. This of course happened next to the old one. Soon the two heaters will start
at 1 o~clock on a Sunday morning, which is when, as bonding, with the old one passing along ancient
you homeowners know, the House Destruction Satel- water-heater lore and wisdom ("Sunday at 1 a.m.,
lite, orbiting high above the Earth, beams down its that's the time"). And one night we'll hear two dispowerful Decay Ray. We heard a loud crash, and we tinct metallic voices shouting "HO!," and the bathwent into the bathroom, and the ceiling was lying on room ceiling will collapse again. And the whole ritual
the floor in a sodden mass, with water pouring down will be repeated.
on it from somewhere in the attic.
But this time I will have a meaningful role. This
"Ho!" I said, drawing on three years ofjunior-high- time I will have my son stand with me, and, as an
school Industrial Arts training. "Something is \vrong!" older masculine man, I will pass along to him the
A virile man would have known how to fix it. But manly virile wisdom that I have accumulated.
"Son," I will say. "For each cup, you use one level
I am totally out of touch with my masculine nature,
so all I could do was call a plumber. He went into the scoop of coffee."
' ....
...... , ....... "'
, , ,,.,,
,, ,,

The '90 s' Virile Man
Water J-Ieater.

~.,

....... ..

...
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exciting club? Come see what we're
about! Meetings at Wellness Center on
Wednesdays at 4:30.
·

GREEK CORNER

Airline Tickets from Orlando to New York
on Dec. 11 $100 each Call 382-6567

Trek 360 25" Frame Touring Bike Best
Get a taste of Italy, ,meet new people Offer 380-5942
and learn about our culture! No need to
DELTA DELTA DELTA
What a weekend! Thanks to EX, 1:ct>E, . be Italian. For more info. Meetings, ev- REPOSSESSED&IRSFORECLOSED
and M' for a great Black Out Social ery Monday at 3pm in library lo~by. We HOMES availableatbelowmarketvalue.
Friday and to LAE, FIJI, and Mn for a hope to see ya!
Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S&L
great 4 way bus ride! This week it's LCA
bailout propenies. Call (805)682-7555
Ext. H-6140
and DOD, or BUST! We • our Bust FreeSelfDefenseSeminar for Women
Buddies, they're the BEST-just like us!
Presented by the UCF Aikido Club and
Let the games begin!
Student Wellness Advocate Team Sat.
For Sale - Sharp VHS Portable
Oct. 26 MPR Ed. Bldg. 11am-6pm. Wear Camcorder Full Auto System with Batcomfortable clothes. Lunch break 1:30- tery & Recharger. 12: 1 Zoom and Audio
DELTAGAMMA
Congrats to Erin on ITBct>'s Aphrodite!
2:30
Dubbing Function. Steal at $600.00 Call
OK girls Anchor Ball is exactly 1 month
. 425-5905 before 1Opm
away! Homecoming ... things that make
you go boo .. .is gonna make other Greeks
Tandy 1000HX Computer. 640K Ram 2
go boo-hoo! M' + AT.Q !
3 1/2" and { 5 1/4" disk drives . Color
RGB monitor. $300. Call Bill 679-6123
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Volleyball 9:30 tonite. VCR Drawing
Female Roommate to Share 3BR/ 2'BA Exotic 1991 Suzuki Katana GSX750F
Wed., sell, sell, sell. Attn. Troutman Wed.
house and expenses. Close to UCF Motorcycle. Radar Detector, lilt Alarm,
nite. SIGN PTG FRI. Pledge Picnic Sun- Phone 677-0805 before 4:00pm
and Many extras. Perfect ·condition.
day! Sorry about the car Kiefer KLOK
(407)671-4736. Ask for Nate.
KLOK! BE PROUD & TAKE ACTION ! ! Female NS to share w/same. All amenities $250& 1/2 ut. 327-6059 Lv. Msg.
KAPPA SIGMA
We're back! Great Tailgate and post MF Nonsmoker 2BD 2BAAptAlt. Springs
party as usual. Air Ramsey is in full effect $250 + 1/2 util. ~ool etc. 380-5967/295Hey Fed this could or couldn't be the 0992
turning point. Pledges keep up the good
1986 Toyota Celica GT **Loaded** Air,
work. AEl<ilB!
HOUSEMATE WANTED
AM/FM Stereo, PS/PB; 5-Speed Fuel-

' ROOMMATES

AUTOS

LAM BOA CHI ALPHA
Watermelon Bust Week is here 11 BacheI
or Auction - tonite at the UCF Arena @
?pm. Games start Wed. 11 am-1 pm on
the Education Green.
PHI DELTA THETA
Hey, FIJI, youdidcash in, butthatcheck
could still BOUNCE in the tourney. And
in this Garner, in the blue trunks .... "$"!
Waves are 5-6 ft. and glass, gotta go
c~tch a f~w .
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Woodser is coming, Woodser is coming
! ! ! Great Retreat Sunday Brothers.
Congrats AXA . PIKE IL Football still
undefeated, right Sig Ep? Light up Orlando Nov. 9. Bros. Plan to attend!
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
That was a great Tailgate party on Saturday! Don'tforgetthesign painting party
Sat. <Xt. 19. Good Luck to ourvolleyball
teams! Keep up the great work New
Members!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
It's gonna be a ITct>and l:ct>E Homecoming. Let's win itALL! Great job with Rock
the Arrow Makeba. Anyone who missed
Fri. Party with EX-too bad. Congrats on
groundbreaking EX (neighbors).
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
To the lovely ladies of PF, thanks for an
awesome bus ride & Toga party witb
Rollins. Frankie-ball-game at QB. Burn
matches-so sorry! Rockin' the line dancehey now! V-ball NOT!

GREEKS OON~T MISS OUT I ! I
TODAY ONLY
-THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
GREEK SPORTSWEAR EVER
AT THE HOLIDAY INN UNIVERSITY
10AM-5 PM
T-shirts, sweatshirts, boxers, caps,
baseball shirts, golf shirts, and more
TODAY ONLY-TODAY ONLY·
TODAY ONLY

CLUBINFO

.

A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM211
S.W.A.T:
YMCA Corporate Cop - Oct. 18 & many
more things coming up. Interested in an

.

Pro guy will share lovely 3 bd rm home Injected, 47,000 miles Excellent Condiwith clean, quiet, responsible student tion in/out $6200 080 (904) 761-8681 ;
(female preferred). Pool, tennis, fireplace, j Leave Message.
wsh/dry, patio, fenced in yard & security I
system. Quiet & safe neighborhood. 86 Daytona Turbo T-Tops + 273-2700
Close to VCC, UCF and E-W Expw.
Chickasaw trail. Available immediately. SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelA really good place to live for the right ers, motorhomes, by FBI, IRS, DEA.
person. No deposits, $300 MO includes Available your area now. Call (805) 682all. 277-2434, evenings and weekend, 7555 Ext. C-5868.
or leave msg on box.
~WASAKI NINJA900-1985-RestoredFemale-NS Wanted 2B I 2 BA near UCF Custom Paint$2500 OBO Call 671-2654
$250/mo. + 1/2 util 381-4120 anytime Female Nonsmoker 4 Bd. 2 Ba. House 5 '
min. from UCF pool, laundry $295 plus
utilities. $150 deposit 679-4889 or 8307066
Female Roommate Wanted
To share 2 bdrm 2 bath apt 2 miles from
UCF $205 + 1/3 utilities Available immediately! Call Kathy, Mike or Tracey 2736644 or 679-7371
M/F to Share Condo on Lake Howell
$240 +deposit Smokers Welcome I Will
have access to wind surfer and ski boat
I 15 min to UCF I 260-8338

FOR RENT
2/2 apt 1 ·mi from UCF. Dishwasher,
wash/dry, AC, fans. $450. 365-7532.
Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bed
room I 2 bath. Walk to school. Bae~ ' ·. ;.;
to lake I Preserve I All appliances, including washer I dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month. Call John at
886-9579
Rooms for Rent- 5 miles East - NS ND
Large New Home. $65/wk 568-3499

·

FORSALE

DEER RUN Golf/pond view, like new 4
Br I 2 Ba. fireplace, courtyard. By owner,
$119,000. (904)383-2496 Col
Moving Sale - Sofa, loveseat, chair,
waterbed, mattress, lamps, tables, wall
unit, microwave - Will deliver 282-0909
Small Refrigerator Great for dorms Good
condition $50 Call 366-2616
2 Rattan Wicker Chairs $150 658-0420

Make $100 per week showing mugging
protection device. Sells on sight. New
product from England. 275-0770

Tutor for Physics. 1512 needed ASAP
Call ~55-8249 Leave Name & Phone #
Singer Wanted to join . rock band. We
have a few gigs Ii ned up so please call as
soon as possible, 407-381-1340, ask for
Naz or leave a message .
Child Day Care in my home. Loving
mother with one child. Mon. thru Fri.
CPR certified, accepting newborns and
infants up to 24 months. Please call and
come visit near UCF.
Good Road Racing B!cycle: 12 or 14
Speed, index shifting, max frame size
21" (54cm). Call 299-4?04

---- -

.

··----- - -

College Funding-Guaranteed ! !
Grads I Undergrads I Potential Students
- We match students to private sector
scholarships nationwide. Call 1-800-6699419 for fee info.
Job Shadowing helps you determine if
your chosen career is right for you. Placement with an in-field professional avgs.
8-20 hrs. each. Service run by UCF grad
student. For info., write to: J.S. Service,
P.O. Box 1839, Goldenrod, FL 32733.

TYPISTS

HELP WANTED

TYPING SERVICES- Call Nancy at
679-4006.

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Students, Earn $7000$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valuable Business E?<perience. Works Corps.
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800443-3059 .

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

TIMWEBBERCATERINGISNOWHIRING! Experience preferred. Learn how
to banend and make great extra $$$.
Don't miss this great opportunity!! Call
246-7300.

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

Part-time Work to suit your schedule.
Class 3 training preferred. Call
Dial-A-Sitter at 877-6388; Ask for Ms.
Shirley
~.P.R.

New in FLA Direct Marketing Home
Health Products 452-7686
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many
positions. Great benefits. Call (805)6827555. Ext. P-3552
FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and
Cruiseships.. St1,1dents also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for
Amusement Park employment. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. F-3307.
Hester Systems Inc., a California Corporation will be interviewing students to
work part-time using a hand held computer to collect marketing data in supermarkets. The position will require 32-38
hours of work per mo nth at a guaranteed
wholly r€lte of $7/hr. with a possibility of
earning up to $12/hr. We will be in the
Career Resource Center on <Xtqber 21,
9am-4pm. Contact Korinne Russo for
sign-up times@ 823-2361.

Test Prep. 150 Centers. 53 years Experience. 1 mile west of UCF. Kaplan Educational Center 273-7111.
SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
.Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

WANTED

SERVICES

8

College Algebra and CGS 3000 Tutor
needed ASAP 366-2639

OTHER
Earn $2500 & Free Trips Selling Spring
Break Packages To Bahamas, Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips & Prices!
Spring Break Travel 1-800 638-6786.
TRAVEL FREE!! Sell Spring Break Trips
to JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
MARGARITA ISLAND. Best Commissions Paid! Call SUN SPLASH TOURS,
1-800-426-7710
Not reaching your potential? Change!
Get the secrets from the super successful in life & love. Be all you can be by
getting your mind on th.e right track & fuel
for the distance. lnductintothe "FORTUNATE FEW" Send $19.95: Godwin, 643
Jamestown2137 Alt. Sp. FL 32714
OCCA "CELEBRITY CONCERTS" Presents the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
on Sun. Oct. 20@3pm at Bob Carr. Only
$6 for students Call 896-2451 for ticket
info.

LONELY•'S

·

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

PERSONALS

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Fast*Professional*Accurate

TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate I Affordable Cfody I 365-4863
Typing - Word Processing Good Rates.
Work done on a PC Letter quality printer.
Barb 339-0653
PRO WORD PROCESSING
24 HRS. 7 DAY/WK
Word Perfect 5. 1
Accurate Formatting-Editing-Spell Ck
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
Hot Line 407-423-8078
TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you
need typed! Everything LASER
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IMAGE 679-7179

America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & services,
expand manufacturing capabilities .and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF . INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danzat823-2204formoreinfo.
Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz will
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204
Hey Hon-l•U & Miss You! All I can say
is I hope things work out for the Best!
Keep Smiling ! !

f

OU,
Happy Anniversary!
Can't wait for tf ayride !
You're my #1 AXA Bust Buddy!
(Suzy loves you, too!)
I love you,
Julie

YO ALMA! Wednesday was great.
Thanks for sharing your boat with me.
Term Papers , Resumes, Done on Word Thanks also for asking about my beaver,
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201
l just got it stuffed ! ! This Wed. the boats
· on me!!
GRRRR ! I
MIKE

-· TUTORS
LSAT GAE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or (904)426-0400
LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT NCLEX
TEST YOUR BEST. Nations Largest

Purple: No. it wouldn't break me to make
· you my girl forever. I'd love nothing better than to share the rest of my life with
you. Love, F
Ramon, Oh, my Latino lover! I've never
been done like that before! Take me to
the Life $ Times and th& Generators
bands tonite at 8pm in the SAC. Perkfully
yours, Barbi • • •

............................llll!l..lll~ll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~.
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Silent movies·come .of age ·
Lon Chaney silently played the Phantom of the Opera in 1929. (Photo cour-tesy of The Films of the l;'wenties.)

· by Bill Cushing -

FSO gives new life
to the Silver.Screen
}

, ,. - -

~f

•
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Ska energized by groOve of Bim Skala Bim at Beach Oub
by Alissa Barber

ska (n.) A form of dance music
characterized by the use of saxophones and brass a heavily accented offbeat and the influence
of rhythm and blues, jazz and
calypso (Webster's Dictionary,
1988).
UCF students.if you missed Wednesday's
Bim Skala Bim show at Beach Club, KILL
YOURSELF. You missed an event of such

incredible magnitude - that a multi-generational family of worshipful descriptive adjectives couldn't even begin to describe it.
Since I'm the Reviewer (and hopefully you 're
still alive and well in the role of Reader), I'll
give it a Bim Skala Bim-assisted try.
The band and their explosive brand of ska
arc taking Florida by storm on a college tour
that includes USF, UF and FSU (wake up,
UCF Campus Activities Board ... ). Jim (kcy-

BIM continued page_12

t

f

On a campus tour, Bim played Beach Club. (l'hoto by Alissa Barber)
AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS
OFFERING EVERYONE WHO CALLS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS
PUBLICATION DATE.

• .FR'EE

FREE • FREE. •

1
•

ft D.REAM VACATION .TO HAWAII
As a special marketing test, we will send to each person a vacat ion certificate valid for a
free_vacat ion to ~onolulu, Hawaii. This certificate entitles the user to receive days and
7 nights of lodging for two people and one free airline ticket, transfers, baggage
handling and all taxes. You need pay for only
one airline ticket at the regular coach price.
~----------.

a

There is no other product to purchase and
there is no charge for this special certificate
offer. We will however lim it the number of
certificates to be issued in this market to
those that call within 72 hours of the
publication date of this ad.
The reason for this special otter is that we
wish to test the drawing power of this type of
advertising and inform you of our special
travel programs. But please remember that
there is absolutely no obligation in order to
receive this special vacation otter.

Call Now
(206)781-7384
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

~'

REOffiRED
COURSE
~

NOBODY
e oen KNOWS
--·!c
9 I: N LIKE
•
o~

CALL US!
Serving U.C.F.

.....DO-MINO'S.m

-

ft

ft_

How You Llke Pizza At Home.

896-3030

USE THESE COUPONS FOR THE BEST DEAL ON CAMPUS

---------

---------..

-;

ROOMMATE
PLEASER

II
. .

: only

$5.991

Medium original pizza with two
toppings and two servings of
Coca-Cola® classic or diet Coke®.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00. © 1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.
II
••

.

COUPON NECESSARY.
EXPIRES 11/30/91
®

lllllllUI
300042

TWO LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS
only

$12.991

(Each topping $1.49 covers both pizzas)
Valid al participating stores only. Not valid with any
other offer. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.
II
•

••

COUPON NECESSARY.
EXPIRES 11/30/91

®

1111111111
300042
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AHEAD
TUESDAY,

•

Ocr. 15

THE GENERATORS/LIFE
P.M. SAC.

WEDNESDAY,

& TIMES-

8

Ocr.16

•

IRISH TRADEWINDS-11 A.M.-1 P.M. SC
GREEN.

---

"FATALATTRACTION"-6:30AND 9 P.M.
SAC.

WAY TO lliE FORUM"-THE RIVERTOWN
PLAYERS PRODUCTION OF STEPHEN
SoUNDHEIM,BURT SHEVELOVEAND LARRY
GELBART's MUSICAL ABOUT THE STORIES OF
PLAUTUS BECOMING A BURLESQUE. 8 P.M.
CULTURAL ARTS CENTER, DELAND. TICKETSARE$12. RESERVATIONS, CALL(904)
736-7456.
.

FRIDAY,

THURSDAY,()cT.

•

17

Ocr. 18

"MERRILY We Rot.L ALONG"-UCF THEATRE.

1

WASHINGTONIRVING STALEOFICHABOD
CRANE AND THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN .
7:30 P.M. ANN GILES OENSCH THEATRE, Civic THEATRE CoMPLEX. T1cKETS ARE $5. RES~RVATIONS, CALL
896-7365.

FRIDAY, OC'r. 18

TUESDAY, 0cT. 15

"TWICEAROUNDlliEPARK"· THESrAGE
PRODUCTIONOF1'M:> MURRAY ScHISGAL
ONE-ACT COMEDIES ABOUT THE CLASHES
BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN: 2:30 P.M.
AND 8 P.M. OcT.19, 25 AND 26); THE
STAGE, 188 SAUSALITO BLVD.,
CASSELBERRY; $8. RESERVATION, CALL
831-9950.

ITALIAN FESTIVAL STREET PARTY-CHURCH
STREET STATION.

"PRESUMED INNOCENT''-6:30 AND
P.M. SAC.

9

"A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE

"THELEGENDOFSLEEPYHOLLOW"-THE
Cwic THEATRE FOR YouNG PEOPLE PRODUCTION OF CHILDREN'S PLAY BASED ON

SUNDAY,

Ocr. 20

"5HOCKER"~:30 AND 9 P.M. SAC.
FLORIDA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - 8
P.M. AccoMPANIMENTTO ''THE MARK OF
ZORRO" SILENT FILM. CARR PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE. TICKETS ARE
$14-$22.

SuNDAY,

Ocr. 21

L.A. GuNs-8 P.M. BEACHAM THEATRE. TICKETSARE$15ADVANCE, $17
DAY OF SHOW•

•

if you have experienced downtime ...

n~w ~xp.~rience

uptime

MO·C'. I( TiAIL
OCT. 16th 7 :30-9:30

SCA
r--------------------~-------,

I
I
I
I
I
I

.

.

, BUY ONE

I

I

Oft1 covJ>Oft pet cuslOlfter per

~ii,:2~~!1!.~ ~ilJ:.111/;@

"'"°

I

1
GETO'NE"F~REE! I
I
of equal or lesser value
I
~:: t=. ~~=o~:';
I
1
EXPIRES I ~~.':~~ ~w~ ~ilJ:.!111;@ EXPIRES
10/31/91 I
10/31/91 I

Gi-tONE..,fOR';;'c :
of equal or lesser value

BUY 0~~ 6" .SUB

LINE DANCE
COMPETITION

·

L---------------~------------~

GET A TEAM TOGETHER
ALL UCF STUDENTS
WELCOME

12
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BIM
FROM PAGE 10

~

board and saxophone) says
"It's g-reat to try and play
new places to show people
our music as opposed to the
· record - it's a good, encrg e tic 1iv e show. "
·
Wednesday's enthusiastic
crowd at Beach Club would
call that an understatement
as they pogo-cd six feet in
the air and danced until .
Beach Club reached critic al
_
mass.
Bim Skala Bim 's mu sic
alternated between adrenaline-dripping , horn-powered
frenzy and soulful, reggacf1avored pieces of dreams
(dancers re member breathing
here ). Their set's last song
before their request-filled
encores was a crazed ska vcrsjon o_f Pink Floyd's "Brain
Damage" - imagine dancing with Dionysian abandonment instead of becoming
comatose when you hear that . . .
song to understand ~he divine power of Bim Skala
Bim.
Look for Bim Skala Bim 's
newest album How's It
Goin'? or find them in ·a nd
on No Idea zine and it's accompanying 7-inch record
(go forth to Murmur, my
child).
Mark (bass) calls Bim
Skala Bim 's music "somewhere between the rock and the roll."
Wednesday's show proved
it's ni_rvana.

Coming in future issues: ·
We cordially invite you to
win tickets to The University
of Central Florida Theatre's ·
production of · "Merrily We
Roll Along."

- Thursday's Confetti features a review of
the Jacksonville Jazz Festival.
-- \'(!atch for a frightening preview of area
haunted houses in Collage, Tuesday, Oct. 22.
- CDver your neck ~fore reading the ~-impire
special in Confetti on Th~rsday, Oct. 31.
-Hear from The Pi'<ies in a pre-concert interview on Nov. 7.

Shows are Oct. 18, 19, 24,
25 and 26 at 8 p.m. and
Oct. 20 at 2 p.m.

'

.............................................. *' -··

I~ . .order

to win the passes, we just ask that you answer
one simple question, or
somewh~t simple: Name
three other Stephen Sondheim musicals.
For your chance at _a win,
stop by The Central Florida
Future office. Tickets are litnited.

STRIKE
BACK!

(

Put A Woods Arsonist In Jail!

Pontiac Excitement Center
Thurs. Oct. 17th & Fri. Oct. 18th
Student Cen.ter Green • 11- am- 3 pm

Co_
medy Show featuring ,

~ICH ~ALL
. . Friday Oct. 18th • 9 pm
· ·student Center Auditorium
FREE to shide.nts w/ VALIDATED UCF l.D.
Guests $4 at the door
General Admission • Limited Seatir:t9

1,

Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT
CENTER and check out the latest
PONTIAC cars. Win tickets, T-shirts
.and enter sweepstakes for a chance

t~ win a Trip to ...

SPRING B6QKJ~2 .
•

(~()lll(~

IU~IJlil(

&11~w
~,{JI).\

Percentage of Proceeds to
benefit Comic Relief

lcT•l~ii~.JiPIW#~~'·
~~
ifti""·=::::::::::::::·:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:-:-:·
• • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • CAB :·:·
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Because during National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, your school
will host all kinds of activities and presentations focusing on the safe and
responsible consumption of alcohol by
students of legal drinking age. Among
the activities is a "Know When To Say
When" poster .c ontest that pays a
$5,000 scholarship for the poster that
. . . . . . --· . . .
most c'reatively and effectively promotes responsible drinking.
Sponsored in part by Anheuser-Busch, NCAAWis about
the health, safety and social issues you face when you drink.
It's about avoiding abusive drinking situations. And it's
about adding to your margin of safety, and that of everyone
else, by drinking responsibly. .

It's certainly something worth talking about. So why not
get in on the conversation.
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week is the kind
of grass roots program that Anheuser-Busch supports to
encourage responsible drinking by adult collegians. For
more information on this and other programs, contact
NCAAW, Fort Hays State University, 600 Park Street, Hays,
Kansas 67601-4099 or your local Anheuser-Busch
wholesaler.

FRIENDS KNOWWHEN
TOSAYWHEN™

BUDWEISER® • KING OF BEERS® • <C1991 ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC • ST. LOUIS. MO
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SAMFORD
FROM PAGE 16
Mother Theresa. .
"We just killed ourselves tonight with turnovers
and penalties," Johnson said.
"You can't turn the ball over that many times and
expect to win," added Knights' Coach Gene McDowell. "Atleastnotagainstagood team and certainly not
against Samford."
The Bulldogs needed just 1 :04 and five plays to
score all the points they needed to run their season
record to a perfect 6-0 and send the Knights to their
.third defeat in seven games.
UCF junior kicker Fr.a~co Grilla had given the

RUGBY
FROM PAGE 16
Jason Williams said. "But it seemed that every time we got
something going, the referee would stop the game for a
penalty and stop our momentum."
While the team is upset with the loss, they are impressed
by the score. Men's teams are generally tougher than
collegiate teams because men's clubs have players who
have been playing for over 10 years.
.
''We didn't let them try," Ken Smith said. ''We've limited

Knights a 6-0 lead on field goals of 31 and 24 yards when
disaster struck.
Punt returner Mike Dickinson fielded a Russell Nolen
punt at the 21-yard line but was immediately hit by Eric
Skipwith, who jarred the ball loose and recovered for the
Bulldogs at the UCF 19-yard line.
"I felt the pressure and I tried to make something
happen," Dickinson said. "I should have fair-caught it."
Two plays and 31 seconds later,· Samford tailback
Surkano Edwards hit paydirt from five yards out. Greg
Jefferson blocked Michael O'Neal's extra-point attempt
andthescorewasknottedat6-6with12:39leftinthegame.
Samford's game-winning 36-yard drive took just three
plays and 33 seconds with Edwards going over from
the nine for his second TD romp.

the number of trys scored on us and that's important. It
shows how hard hitting our defense is."
''We played as mean and as tough as we have all year,"
co-eaptain John Linehan said. 'These guys are a tough
team."
The team will try to learn from this experience and
prepare for next week's Sta,te Championships.
'This is a go.od -tune up for next weekend," Jason
Williams said. "I think we played together this game, and
that will help us next weekend when we put it all together
for the championship game." ·
·

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16
program."
Tickets for the game will be
available Dec. 2. Tickets will
range in price from $4 to $8. A
special $2 ticket for UCF students will be available at the
gate. Also, Bob Wise, executive director of Knight Boosters Inc., said the Booster club
will be putting together ticket
packages in the months ahead.
The last time UCF played a
major league team was in 1986
against the Twins. ·

Permanent Hair Removal

FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
6 BILLION AVAILABLE
YOU CAN NOT tOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD

t.:1

•Bikini Area• Face• Eyebrow•
• N eek • Underarm • Abdomen •
• Breast • Arm • Leg •
Fari Dashtaki, R.E.

ELE

Regency Square
Casselberry, FL 32707

$25 TO $100 ...................................... $15
$100 TO $150 .................................... $25
$150 TO $250 .................................... $50
$250 TO UNLIMITED ......................... $75

COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O.BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807

Call for appointment

834-4300
,-------**FREE** _______ !
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FROM PAGE 16
the injuries. Tackles Derrick
Connor and Alex Goforth have
been the stabilizing force that
has been helping the new players adapt.
"As a unit we have to have
more game experience. It
doesn't happen in practice. The
tempo of a game is just too
fast," Goforth said.
"It's a personal pride thing
for us when we don't win or if

•

Willie doesn't get at least 100
yards," Connor said. "We feel
like we didn't do our job and let
the team down."
The Knights will be forced
to play more consistently as a
team when they face Georgia
Southern.
One facet that might be reexplored in the offensive line is
the tight end position. The
Knights actually threw a pass
to Kevin Bennett and it was
completed, thefirstpasscompletion to a tight end this season.

UCF's Tropical Fish & Aquariwn Head Quarters
We Specialize in:
• Cichlids of All Types
• i:ropical Fish
• Marine Fish
• Supplies & Aqµariums
* WE GIVE UCF STUDENTS 15% OFF ALL LIVE

•

STOCK WITH VALID STUDENT ID,*

•

VISIT_TROPICAL TANK WHEN YOU WANT tHE FINEST!
At the comer of Dean & University in the Sun Crest' Village Shopping Center.
10159 University Boulevard

657-8033

•

•

e·,.,ceeD
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still needs some work.
"Our game plan is to improve our offense and score as
many points as possible,"
Carnahan said.
In last Wednesday's Independent action, Air Assault (40) soared into first place after
nailing Sherwood (2-2, 2-3 over.;.
all), 32-12. Air Assault quarterback Adam Yap threw 4
touchdown passes in the game,
while teammates Sean Beckton
and Perry Balasis both paralyzed the opposition on defense
with one interception each. ·

by Harris Ahmed

With the Intramural Flag
Football season halfway finished, the race for first place
took a different turn for most
divisions. ~
The Independent A division
race was still up in the "Air,"
and two other A league teams
were caught in a sea of ''big
green" last week. First place in the Pegasus B
division came down to two
teamsasA.W.A(4-0) surprised
the FIJI's (3-1), winning 14-7
and the 0-Town Phillys (4-0)
sucker-punched the Phi Delts
(3-1), 13-6 regardless of a courageous last-minute drive.
"Up until last week, we've
beaten everybody else very easily," said A. W.A. quarterback
Steven Smith. "But our game
with FIJI was the biggest test
that we've had so far."
Meanwhile, both Lambda
Chi II and Sigma Chi II still
dominate the Knight B divisi on with 3-0 r ecor ds a s
Lambda Chi II trampled on
the Sigma Chi Pledges (1-2),
20-9 and Sigma Chi II stopped
ATO II (0-3), 14-6 . Both "Chi's"
will clash on the field Tuesday
at5 p.m.
K-VASA and Milwaukee's
Best still hang on to a first
place tie in the Gemini B division as K-VASAprevailed over
Delta Tau Delta (0-3), 12-6.
Milwaukee's captain Sean
Carnahan says that his team
has the talent, but the offense

'!J Lf{?S'g/7.
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on the comeback trail after they overpowered TKE I (1-3), 2812. Sig Ep wide receivers Bob
Dodge and Mike Catalano
caught two touchdown passes
under the arm of their quarterback Mike Urbanowiczs, while
Art Ordana checked in with an
interception.
In,the Women's league, four
teams in the sorority division
most recently put each other in
a four-way scramble for first,
each with 2-1 division records.
The Kappa Deltas handed
the Tri-Delts (2-1, 2-2) their
first division loss as they won
6-0 when backup quarterback
"Once our offense starts Tara Doster dashed into the
endzone for the touchdown with
clicking, our defense can under
a minute remaining in
the game.
really stick it to 'em."
"Once our offense starts
-Harris Katz clicking,"
said KD coach HarKappa Delta coach ri s Katz."Our defense can really stick it to-'em."
The Delta Gammas (2-1 , 3The Cheapshots (2-1-1) are 1) romped the Zetas (1-2, 1-3)
starting a long climb up to first 21-0. DG's J enny Navaro
place as they held off the B&G played spoiler on both sides of
Crusader s (2-2, 2-3), 18-12 the field after catching both of
while both the Mean Machine Erin Clapper's two touchdown
(0-2-2, 0-3-2) and FCA passes and adding an intercepHeirborne (0-3-1) held each tion to her name. Both BAD
other's offenses off to a final and Dirty Dozen (3-0, 4-0 overscore of 0-0.
all) are being sighted as the
After Thursday's fraternity two toughest teams after last
games, Lambda Chi I (3-0-1, 4- week. While BAD won- their
0-1) once again pulled off a game by forfeit, The Dirty
championship team perfor- Dozen held off the FCALadies,
mance worthy enough to d'ub 25-6.
them the "Florida State SemiBAD and the Dirty Dozen
noles" of flag football as they will square off this Thursday
dumped on PIKE I (2-2), 26-6 . to decide who will take the lead
Sig Ep I (2-2, 2-3) remains in the division .
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UCF ~ball, playoff hopes against Samford
by Dave Meadows

test for three quarters.
It was also improbable that a UCF offense that
has blazed for 403.2 yards and 25.3 points per
The UCF Fighting Knights' postseason as- game would be held without a touchdown for the
pirations aren't dead yet; critically wounded, first time this season.
perhaps, but not dead.
"Our defense did a great job tonight," said
The Knights' NCAA Division I-AA playoff Knights' quarterback Ron Johnson. "Unfortuhopes were dealt a severe blow by the Samford nately, theoffensejustdidn'tgetthejobdone. It's
Bulldogs in a stunning 13-6 upset Saturday just so frustrating to get down there inside the 20
so many times and come away with just a couple
night at the Florida Citrus Bowl.
The 12,011 fans in attendance sat in disbe- of field goals-."
lief afterwitnessingagame ofimprobabilities.
Perhaps it was not improbable that UCFwould
It was improbable that-a UCF defense that donate the ball to Samford five times; the Knights
has been burned for 355 yards and 22 points have been more -charitable this season than
per game would shut out an offense that has
SAMFORD continued page 14
averaged 385.4 yards and 37 points per con-

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Injury-plagued offensive line
unable to stop self-destruction
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's makeshift offensive
line filled in adequately but
couldn't prevent the Knights
from selfdestructing with turnovers and missed opportunities in a 13-6 loss to Samford
Saturday night. ·
UCF (4-3) played without
both nrst string guards and
center due to injuries and still
managed 332 total yards compared to the Bulldogs' 326, but
the Knights gave away the ball
five times on three fumbles and
two interceptions an"tl were
penalized 15 times for 105
yards.
''We probably had more foolish penalties tonight in a single
game than in my seven years
here," Coach Gene McDowell

said.
The Knights also displayed
badjudgment on two Ron Johnson passes that were intercepted and on a misplayed punt
by Mike Dickinson. In the
fourth quarter with UCF up 60, the punt was fielded on the
UCF 20 yard .line and
Dickinson was hit immediately,
losing the ball and setting up
the first Bulldog touchdown.
"I know I should have fair
caught (the punt), but with the
game on the line, you try to
make something happen.
Sometimes it works and sometimes it backfires," Dickinson.
said.
What didn't backfire for the
Knights was their patchwork
offensive line. Matt LePain got
his first start at center and
James Quillian and Kris Keane

filled in as guards. They helped
move the offense until it shot
itselfin the foot with a penalty,
turnover or squandered scoring opportunity.
Mike Gruttadauria (hip
pointer), Doug Schoen
(sprained ankle) and Buster
Mills (sprained knee) are expeded back at center and the
guard positions respectively in
two weeks for the Georgia
Southern
game
in
Statesborough.
"The offensive line has
played fine all season. They
have been opening up big
holes," Willie English said afterfinishingthe game with 1P9
yards on 23 carries. "They may
have gotten a little tired last
night but that's not why we
lost. Having the starters back
will give us more depth."
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Willie English rushed for109 yards on 23 carries Saturday night but scored no touchdowns. (Michael ceHoog1FuruAEJ
McDowell felt the secondteamers performed satisfactory
on the line but that the· team
still misses the starters.
''They came in and did a good
job, but they are not first-team
players and it showed a little

against Samford," McD.owell
said.
The offensive line had been
suspect of inconsistency since
adding second-teamers after

t
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UCF rugby team shut out by Brevard
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Rugby dub will play in the State Championships
this Saturday at 12:30 pm in Cocoa Beach. (Jim FergusontFUTURE)

;

For the first time this season, the UCF Rugby team was
unable to try (score).
The Knights lost to the
Brevard Men's club, the Red
.
Eyes, 0-3.
The first half of the game
was scoreless. Brevard had an
opportunity to score on a penalty kick but was unable to put
the ball through the posts.
The game went back and
· forth with no team clearly dominating the game. Both teams
got near the try zones but nei-

ther team was able to get in
and touch the ball down.
After halftime the Red Eyes
missed another penalty kick
and the Knights put the pressure on. Troy Martin found an
opening and ran for the try
zone but was tackled just shy
of the end line. Seconds later
Martin would score on a pass
from Matt Sherbondy, but the
pass was ruled a forward pass
and the score was called back.·
The Red Eyes missed an-other penalty kick but scored a
three point drop kick minutes
later.
. JoeCzachowskiandAndrew

Sherman would both get into
the try zone for UCF and both
times the scores would be called
back because of penalties.
With five minutes left in the i'.•
game, Brevard called an injury
timeout. The Knights got together in a huddle and captain
Al Wigglesworth got the team c
fired up. Unfortunately, the pep
talk came too late and the game
ended without either team scoring a try.
The Knights said they were
upset with the shutout.
''They were a tough team," '(
011

RUGBY continued page 14
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Knigh.ts' baseball team announces game against Kansas City Royals
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCFbaseball program received
a Royal boost Wednesday with its announcement to play an exhibition game
next year that could net at least $50,000
for the baseball scholarship fund.
The Knights will play the Kansas
City Royals on March 5 at the Baseball
City Sports Complex. The announcement came at a noon press conference
at Church Street Station by Gene
O'Neal, general manager of the sports
complex, and Jay Bergman, UCFbase-

-~~ _- ·' ·
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ball coach.
game to come off. This time, the two and acknowledged that the game has
''We're extremely pleased that the sidesbeganplanningearlier-amonth benefits for both sides.
"Since the Twins left Orlando, we've ,
Royalshaveagreedtoplayin the game," and a half ago.
Bergman said. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If this game ' wanted to reinforce the fact that the
"Obviously the fiis successful, Royalsandmajorleaguebaseballspring
nancial aspects of "We're extremely pleased
O'N eal said training were still within easy driving
the game are very that the Royals have agreed
more could be distance," O'Neal said. "Part of that '
important to us,
planned for fu- process has been our desire to develop
but the game also to play the game."
ture years.
a link between the Royals and the Orhas tremendous
--Jay Bergman
O'N eal said lando area. This game will help with "
value to us for exUCF baseball coach
that since the the process. But more importantly,
posure and reMinnesota we're extremely pleased that the procruiting
purTwins moved ceeds from this game will go to help a
poses."
their spring training from Orlando to great university and a class athletic (.
The idea for the game came last year Fort Myers, the Royals were looking for
BASEBALL continued page 14
but work on it began too late for the ways to get involved in .the community
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